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Session 1: Word List
overthrow v. to defeat or remove a leader or a government from a

position of power by force
synonym : defeat, destroy, conquer

(1) overthrow the government, (2) overthrow the theory

The group aims to overthrow the military regime.

corruptible adj. capable of being made to do something dishonest or
immoral

synonym : bribable, dishonest, venal

(1) corruptible officials, (2) corruptible judges

Bureaucracies are more corruptible than other systems or
organizations.

repress v. to restrain or control by force; to suppress feelings or
memories

synonym : suppress, control, curb

(1) cannot repress laughter, (2) repress gene expression

He repressed the memories of his traumatic childhood.

dictator n. a political leader who has complete power over a
country, especially one who has obtained control by
force

synonym : autocrat, tyrant, despot
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(1) military dictator, (2) a dictator with enormous powers

A popular uprising led to the overthrow of the dictator.

seize v. to catch or take hold of someone or something suddenly
and forcibly; to capture the attention or imagination of
something

synonym : grab, grasp, capture

(1) seize a person's property, (2) seize the day

He has the superpower to seize a business opportunity.

liberate v. to set free; to release or rescue from captivity or
oppression

synonym : emancipate, release, set free

(1) liberate people from oppression, (2) liberate potential

The prisoners were liberated after the war ended.

comrade n. a close associate, friend, or companion, especially one
who shares one's interests, beliefs, or political
convictions; a fellow member of an organization,
especially a military or political group, who shares a
common cause or objective

synonym : ally, friend, mate

(1) comrade in arms, (2) trusted comrade

We worked together as comrades to finish the project on
time.

bloodless adj. lacking any evidence of violence, injury, or blood;
figuratively, lacking emotional or visceral impact or
intensity

synonym : anemic, pallid, ashen

(1) bloodless medicine, (2) bloodless battlefield

The surgery was performed with such precision that it was a
nearly bloodless procedure.

invulnerable adj. incapable of being harmed, injured, or damaged;
immune to attack or damage

synonym : invincible, indestructible, impregnable
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(1) invulnerable fortress, (2) invulnerable reputation

The castle's thick walls made it invulnerable to enemy
attacks.

displace v. to force someone or something to leave their home or
place of origin, especially as a result of conflict, natural
disaster, or manipulation

synonym : evict, exile, remove

(1) displace workers, (2) displace the explosive power

The construction of the new dam will displace hundreds of
families living downstream.

pillage n. the act of looting or plundering, particularly during times
of war or conflict; the theft or destruction of property or
valuables; (verb) to rob, loot, or plunder a place or area,
usually in a violent and destructive way

synonym : looting, plunder, raid

(1) violent pillage, (2) pillage gold and other treasures

The army's village pillage left the residents without food or
shelter.

diplomat n. a person appointed by a government to conduct
diplomacy (= the management of relationships between
countries) with one or more other countries or
international organizations

synonym : envoy, ambassador, representative

(1) allied diplomat, (2) expel a diplomat

The senior diplomat worked tirelessly to negotiate a peace
treaty between the two countries.

subregion n. a smaller division within a larger area, typically
characterized by certain geographic or cultural features

synonym : subarea, subdistrict

(1) subregion map, (2) subregion block

The subregion of the city is known for its unique architecture
and cultural heritage.
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recluse n. a person who lives in solitude and isolation
synonym : hermit, solitary, loner

(1) live as a recluse, (2) solitary recluse

After years in the limelight, the actor decided to retreat from
the public eye and become a recluse.

confer v. to have a meeting or discussion to come to a decision or
agreement or exchange ideas; to bestow something

synonym : consult, meet, discuss

(1) confer degree, (2) confer honor

The leaders of the two countries met to confer on the issue.

wrinkle n. a small line or fold in something, especially fabric or the
skin of the face; a minor difficulty

synonym : crinkle, fold, crumple

(1) a fine wrinkle on a fabric, (2) a facial wrinkle

This suit is made of wrinkle-proof material.

impediment n. a hindrance or obstruction in doing something
synonym : obstacle, hindrance, barrier

(1) have a speech impediment, (2) biological impediment

The language barrier was an impediment to their
communication.

defy v. to challenge or dare someone to do something; to resist
or disobey a rule, decision, etc.

synonym : challenge, resist, disobey

(1) defy gravity, (2) defy authority

She tried to defy her parents by moving to the city against
their wishes.

limitless adj. without end, limit, or boundary; infinite
synonym : boundless, infinite, unrestricted

(1) for a limitless time, (2) limitless potential

The possibilities for scientific discovery are limitless.
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diaspora n. the scattering of a people who have left their traditional
homeland

synonym : scattering, dispersion, migration

(1) diaspora migration, (2) diaspora community

The diaspora of the Jewish people has led to a worldwide
community.

endemic adj. (of a disease or other problem) regularly found among
particular people or in a certain area

synonym : prevalent, widespread, native

(1) endemic disease, (2) cholera- endemic area

Malaria is endemic in many tropical countries.

institutionalize v. to establish or make something a part of an institution (=
a place such as a university, hospital, etc.)

synonym : formalize, establish, regularize

(1) institutionalize a system, (2) institutionalize customary
laws

The new policy aims to institutionalize the use of renewable
energy sources.

determinant n. a factor, circumstance, or condition that contributes to
the shaping, influencing, or determining of a particular
outcome or result

synonym : cause, factor, element

(1) environmental determinant, (2) a determinant of crop
yields

One determinant of success is having a positive attitude and
a strong work ethic.

impunity n. exemption or freedom from punishment or harm; a state
of being immune to negative consequences or legal
accountability

synonym : immunity, exemption

(1) act with impunity, (2) enjoy impunity

The criminal was able to escape with impunity, despite
committing multiple offenses.
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dreadlocks n. a hairstyle in which the hair is left to grow into long,
matted strands, often associated with Rastafarianism
and Jamaican culture

(1) dreadlocks hairstyle, (2) tangled dreadlocks

Her long and thick dreadlocks were styled in a beautiful
updo.

mobilize v. to make something ready for action or use; to organize
people or resources for a particular purpose

synonym : activate, rally, marshal

(1) mobilize cooperation, (2) mobilize a stiff joint

The military mobilized troops to the border.

daring adj. brave and taking risks
synonym : audacious, bold, venturesome

(1) daring escape, (2) make a daring face

Her choices become increasingly daring and creative.

opportune adj. suitable or happening at a time that is suitable or
convenient for a particular purpose

synonym : suitable, timely, practical

(1) opportune occasion, (2) an opportune remark

The phone rang at the most opportune time.

clap v. to hit your hands together and make a short and loud
noise, mainly to show your approval or praise

synonym : applaud, spat, acclaim

(1) clap my hands, (2) clap a book shut

We clapped along with the singer's song.

coffer n. a strongbox or chest used for storing valuable objects or
money; a fund or treasury, especially one used to hold
or manage money, assets, or resources; a recessed
panel used to decorate ceilings or other architectural
features

synonym : treasury, strongbox, safe

(1) coffer lid, (2) bank coffer
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The government is trying to replenish the coffer by
increasing taxes.

clamp v. to fasten or secure something tightly, often using a tool
or device called a clamp; to restrict something or
someone's freedom or movement; (noun) a device used
to secure, fasten, or hold objects together; a mass or
group of things that are held or gathered tightly together

synonym : fasten, secure, hold tight

(1) clamp down on extremism, (2) clamp coupling

He used a wrench to clamp down the pipes tightly.

loophole n. a gap or weakness in a legal or bureaucratic system that
allows for the exploitation of unintended benefits or
avoids penalties

synonym : loophole, escape clause, technicality

(1) legal loophole, (2) finding a loophole

A loophole in the tax code allows some people to avoid
paying taxes legally.

backlog n. a buildup of tasks or work that has accumulated over
time and needs to be completed; a reserve of goods or
materials that have not been processed or distributed
yet

synonym : accumulation, pile-up, logjam

(1) backlog of work, (2) data backlog

The company needed help to keep up with the backlog of
orders.

diversified adj. characterized by diversity or variety; having different
forms or types

synonym : varied, assorted, heterogeneous

(1) diversified portfolio, (2) diversified economy

The diversified menu offered options for everyone, from
meat-eaters to vegetarians.
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empathy n. the ability to share another person's feelings or
experiences by imagining that person's situation

synonym : compassion, sympathy, tenderness

(1) full of empathy, (2) empathy for patients

Empathy is also necessary to understand history.

aspiration n. a strong desire to achieve something; the action or
process of drawing breath

synonym : ambition, inhalation, intake

(1) no aspiration for fame, (2) aspiration into the lungs

He has an aspiration to become a doctor.

audacious adj. showing a willingness to take bold risks or to do
something that is considered unconventional or daring;
marked by originality, creativity, or boldness

synonym : bold, daring, fearless

(1) audacious stunt, (2) audacious decision

The young entrepreneur had an audacious plan to start his
own company.

stigma n. a mark of shame or disgrace associated with a particular
circumstance, quality, or person

synonym : mark, blemish, disgrace

(1) social stigma, (2) stigma against obesity

The mental health stigma often prevents people from
seeking treatment.

nourishing adj. providing the necessary nutrients or sustenance to
support health and growth

synonym : nutritious, healthy, sustaining

(1) nourishing broth, (2) nourishing ingredients

My mother always made sure she had a nourishing
breakfast before school.
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Session 2: Spelling

1. inv______ble reputation adj. incapable of being harmed, injured, or
damaged; immune to attack or damage

2. a facial wr____e n. a small line or fold in something,
especially fabric or the skin of the face;
a minor difficulty

3. allied di____at n. a person appointed by a government to
conduct diplomacy (= the management
of relationships between countries) with
one or more other countries or
international organizations

4. cor______le officials adj. capable of being made to do something
dishonest or immoral

5. pi____e gold and other treasures n. the act of looting or plundering,
particularly during times of war or
conflict; the theft or destruction of
property or valuables; (verb) to rob, loot,
or plunder a place or area, usually in a
violent and destructive way

6. li_____ss potential adj. without end, limit, or boundary; infinite

7. cor______le judges adj. capable of being made to do something
dishonest or immoral

8. trusted co____e n. a close associate, friend, or companion,
especially one who shares one's
interests, beliefs, or political convictions;
a fellow member of an organization,
especially a military or political group,
who shares a common cause or
objective

ANSWERS: 1. invulnerable, 2. wrinkle, 3. diplomat, 4. corruptible, 5. pillage, 6.
limitless, 7. corruptible, 8. comrade
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9. military di____or n. a political leader who has complete
power over a country, especially one
who has obtained control by force

10. data ba____g n. a buildup of tasks or work that has
accumulated over time and needs to be
completed; a reserve of goods or
materials that have not been processed
or distributed yet

11. div______ed economy adj. characterized by diversity or variety;
having different forms or types

12. di____ce workers v. to force someone or something to leave
their home or place of origin, especially
as a result of conflict, natural disaster,
or manipulation

13. make a da___g face adj. brave and taking risks

14. en____c disease adj. (of a disease or other problem) regularly
found among particular people or in a
certain area

15. em____y for patients n. the ability to share another person's
feelings or experiences by imagining
that person's situation

16. li____te potential v. to set free; to release or rescue from
captivity or oppression

17. nou_____ng broth adj. providing the necessary nutrients or
sustenance to support health and
growth

18. da___g escape adj. brave and taking risks

19. solitary re____e n. a person who lives in solitude and
isolation

ANSWERS: 9. dictator, 10. backlog, 11. diversified, 12. displace, 13. daring, 14.
endemic, 15. empathy, 16. liberate, 17. nourishing, 18. daring, 19. recluse
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20. environmental det______nt n. a factor, circumstance, or condition that
contributes to the shaping, influencing,
or determining of a particular outcome
or result

21. cl__p coupling v. to fasten or secure something tightly,
often using a tool or device called a
clamp; to restrict something or
someone's freedom or movement;
(noun) a device used to secure, fasten,
or hold objects together; a mass or
group of things that are held or
gathered tightly together

22. c__p a book shut v. to hit your hands together and make a
short and loud noise, mainly to show
your approval or praise

23. no asp_____on for fame n. a strong desire to achieve something;
the action or process of drawing breath

24. bl_____ss battlefield adj. lacking any evidence of violence, injury,
or blood; figuratively, lacking emotional
or visceral impact or intensity

25. inv______ble fortress adj. incapable of being harmed, injured, or
damaged; immune to attack or damage

26. act with im____ty n. exemption or freedom from punishment
or harm; a state of being immune to
negative consequences or legal
accountability

27. cannot re____s laughter v. to restrain or control by force; to
suppress feelings or memories

28. asp_____on into the lungs n. a strong desire to achieve something;
the action or process of drawing breath

ANSWERS: 20. determinant, 21. clamp, 22. clap, 23. aspiration, 24. bloodless, 25.
invulnerable, 26. impunity, 27. repress, 28. aspiration
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29. se__e the day v. to catch or take hold of someone or
something suddenly and forcibly; to
capture the attention or imagination of
something

30. st___a against obesity n. a mark of shame or disgrace associated
with a particular circumstance, quality,
or person

31. ins__________ize a system v. to establish or make something a part of
an institution (= a place such as a
university, hospital, etc.)

32. ins__________ize customary laws v. to establish or make something a part of
an institution (= a place such as a
university, hospital, etc.)

33. an op_____ne remark adj. suitable or happening at a time that is
suitable or convenient for a particular
purpose

34. su_____on block n. a smaller division within a larger area,
typically characterized by certain
geographic or cultural features

35. violent pi____e n. the act of looting or plundering,
particularly during times of war or
conflict; the theft or destruction of
property or valuables; (verb) to rob, loot,
or plunder a place or area, usually in a
violent and destructive way

36. ba____g of work n. a buildup of tasks or work that has
accumulated over time and needs to be
completed; a reserve of goods or
materials that have not been processed
or distributed yet

ANSWERS: 29. seize, 30. stigma, 31. institutionalize, 32. institutionalize, 33.
opportune, 34. subregion, 35. pillage, 36. backlog
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37. a di____or with enormous powers n. a political leader who has complete
power over a country, especially one
who has obtained control by force

38. su_____on map n. a smaller division within a larger area,
typically characterized by certain
geographic or cultural features

39. se__e a person's property v. to catch or take hold of someone or
something suddenly and forcibly; to
capture the attention or imagination of
something

40. co___r lid n. a strongbox or chest used for storing
valuable objects or money; a fund or
treasury, especially one used to hold or
manage money, assets, or resources; a
recessed panel used to decorate
ceilings or other architectural features

41. mo____ze a stiff joint v. to make something ready for action or
use; to organize people or resources for
a particular purpose

42. co____e in arms n. a close associate, friend, or companion,
especially one who shares one's
interests, beliefs, or political convictions;
a fellow member of an organization,
especially a military or political group,
who shares a common cause or
objective

43. finding a lo____le n. a gap or weakness in a legal or
bureaucratic system that allows for the
exploitation of unintended benefits or
avoids penalties

ANSWERS: 37. dictator, 38. subregion, 39. seize, 40. coffer, 41. mobilize, 42.
comrade, 43. loophole
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44. social st___a n. a mark of shame or disgrace associated
with a particular circumstance, quality,
or person

45. cholera-en____c area adj. (of a disease or other problem) regularly
found among particular people or in a
certain area

46. full of em____y n. the ability to share another person's
feelings or experiences by imagining
that person's situation

47. bl_____ss medicine adj. lacking any evidence of violence, injury,
or blood; figuratively, lacking emotional
or visceral impact or intensity

48. bank co___r n. a strongbox or chest used for storing
valuable objects or money; a fund or
treasury, especially one used to hold or
manage money, assets, or resources; a
recessed panel used to decorate
ceilings or other architectural features

49. d__y gravity v. to challenge or dare someone to do
something; to resist or disobey a rule,
decision, etc.

50. div______ed portfolio adj. characterized by diversity or variety;
having different forms or types

51. op_____ne occasion adj. suitable or happening at a time that is
suitable or convenient for a particular
purpose

52. di____ce the explosive power v. to force someone or something to leave
their home or place of origin, especially
as a result of conflict, natural disaster,
or manipulation

ANSWERS: 44. stigma, 45. endemic, 46. empathy, 47. bloodless, 48. coffer, 49. defy,
50. diversified, 51. opportune, 52. displace
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53. li____te people from oppression v. to set free; to release or rescue from
captivity or oppression

54. au_____us decision adj. showing a willingness to take bold risks
or to do something that is considered
unconventional or daring; marked by
originality, creativity, or boldness

55. for a li_____ss time adj. without end, limit, or boundary; infinite

56. tangled dre_____ks n. a hairstyle in which the hair is left to
grow into long, matted strands, often
associated with Rastafarianism and
Jamaican culture

57. a fine wr____e on a fabric n. a small line or fold in something,
especially fabric or the skin of the face;
a minor difficulty

58. di____ra migration n. the scattering of a people who have left
their traditional homeland

59. ov_____ow the government v. to defeat or remove a leader or a
government from a position of power by
force

60. dre_____ks hairstyle n. a hairstyle in which the hair is left to
grow into long, matted strands, often
associated with Rastafarianism and
Jamaican culture

61. legal lo____le n. a gap or weakness in a legal or
bureaucratic system that allows for the
exploitation of unintended benefits or
avoids penalties

62. co___r degree v. to have a meeting or discussion to
come to a decision or agreement or
exchange ideas; to bestow something

ANSWERS: 53. liberate, 54. audacious, 55. limitless, 56. dreadlocks, 57. wrinkle, 58.
diaspora, 59. overthrow, 60. dreadlocks, 61. loophole, 62. confer
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63. enjoy im____ty n. exemption or freedom from punishment
or harm; a state of being immune to
negative consequences or legal
accountability

64. nou_____ng ingredients adj. providing the necessary nutrients or
sustenance to support health and
growth

65. d__y authority v. to challenge or dare someone to do
something; to resist or disobey a rule,
decision, etc.

66. co___r honor v. to have a meeting or discussion to
come to a decision or agreement or
exchange ideas; to bestow something

67. re____s gene expression v. to restrain or control by force; to
suppress feelings or memories

68. au_____us stunt adj. showing a willingness to take bold risks
or to do something that is considered
unconventional or daring; marked by
originality, creativity, or boldness

69. c__p my hands v. to hit your hands together and make a
short and loud noise, mainly to show
your approval or praise

70. biological imp_____nt n. a hindrance or obstruction in doing
something

71. mo____ze cooperation v. to make something ready for action or
use; to organize people or resources for
a particular purpose

72. have a speech imp_____nt n. a hindrance or obstruction in doing
something

ANSWERS: 63. impunity, 64. nourishing, 65. defy, 66. confer, 67. repress, 68.
audacious, 69. clap, 70. impediment, 71. mobilize, 72. impediment
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73. cl__p down on extremism v. to fasten or secure something tightly,
often using a tool or device called a
clamp; to restrict something or
someone's freedom or movement;
(noun) a device used to secure, fasten,
or hold objects together; a mass or
group of things that are held or
gathered tightly together

74. a det______nt of crop yields n. a factor, circumstance, or condition that
contributes to the shaping, influencing,
or determining of a particular outcome
or result

75. live as a re____e n. a person who lives in solitude and
isolation

76. ov_____ow the theory v. to defeat or remove a leader or a
government from a position of power by
force

77. di____ra community n. the scattering of a people who have left
their traditional homeland

78. expel a di____at n. a person appointed by a government to
conduct diplomacy (= the management
of relationships between countries) with
one or more other countries or
international organizations

ANSWERS: 73. clamp, 74. determinant, 75. recluse, 76. overthrow, 77. diaspora, 78.
diplomat
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Session 3: Fill in the Blanks

1. We _______ along with the singer's song.

v. to hit your hands together and make a short and loud noise, mainly to show
your approval or praise

2. My mother always made sure she had a __________ breakfast before school.

adj. providing the necessary nutrients or sustenance to support health and growth

3. _______ is also necessary to understand history.

n. the ability to share another person's feelings or experiences by imagining that
person's situation

4. The ___________ menu offered options for everyone, from meat-eaters to
vegetarians.

adj. characterized by diversity or variety; having different forms or types

5. The construction of the new dam will ________ hundreds of families living
downstream.

v. to force someone or something to leave their home or place of origin, especially
as a result of conflict, natural disaster, or manipulation

6. The military _________ troops to the border.

v. to make something ready for action or use; to organize people or resources for
a particular purpose

7. A ________ in the tax code allows some people to avoid paying taxes legally.

n. a gap or weakness in a legal or bureaucratic system that allows for the
exploitation of unintended benefits or avoids penalties

ANSWERS: 1. clapped, 2. nourishing, 3. Empathy, 4. diversified, 5. displace, 6.
mobilized, 7. loophole
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8. The government is trying to replenish the ______ by increasing taxes.

n. a strongbox or chest used for storing valuable objects or money; a fund or
treasury, especially one used to hold or manage money, assets, or resources;
a recessed panel used to decorate ceilings or other architectural features

9. The language barrier was an __________ to their communication.

n. a hindrance or obstruction in doing something

10. The company needed help to keep up with the _______ of orders.

n. a buildup of tasks or work that has accumulated over time and needs to be
completed; a reserve of goods or materials that have not been processed or
distributed yet

11. After years in the limelight, the actor decided to retreat from the public eye and
become a _______.

n. a person who lives in solitude and isolation

12. The _________ of the city is known for its unique architecture and cultural
heritage.

n. a smaller division within a larger area, typically characterized by certain
geographic or cultural features

13. The senior ________ worked tirelessly to negotiate a peace treaty between the
two countries.

n. a person appointed by a government to conduct diplomacy (= the management
of relationships between countries) with one or more other countries or
international organizations

14. He has the superpower to _____ a business opportunity.

v. to catch or take hold of someone or something suddenly and forcibly; to
capture the attention or imagination of something

ANSWERS: 8. coffer, 9. impediment, 10. backlog, 11. recluse, 12. subregion, 13.
diplomat, 14. seize
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15. The possibilities for scientific discovery are _________.

adj. without end, limit, or boundary; infinite

16. He used a wrench to _____ down the pipes tightly.

v. to fasten or secure something tightly, often using a tool or device called a
clamp; to restrict something or someone's freedom or movement; (noun) a
device used to secure, fasten, or hold objects together; a mass or group of
things that are held or gathered tightly together

17. The prisoners were _________ after the war ended.

v. to set free; to release or rescue from captivity or oppression

18. We worked together as ________ to finish the project on time.

n. a close associate, friend, or companion, especially one who shares one's
interests, beliefs, or political convictions; a fellow member of an organization,
especially a military or political group, who shares a common cause or
objective

19. She tried to ____ her parents by moving to the city against their wishes.

v. to challenge or dare someone to do something; to resist or disobey a rule,
decision, etc.

20. The castle's thick walls made it ____________ to enemy attacks.

adj. incapable of being harmed, injured, or damaged; immune to attack or damage

21. He _________ the memories of his traumatic childhood.

v. to restrain or control by force; to suppress feelings or memories

22. The phone rang at the most _________ time.

adj. suitable or happening at a time that is suitable or convenient for a particular
purpose

ANSWERS: 15. limitless, 16. clamp, 17. liberated, 18. comrades, 19. defy, 20.
invulnerable, 21. repressed, 22. opportune
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23. The group aims to _________ the military regime.

v. to defeat or remove a leader or a government from a position of power by force

24. The young entrepreneur had an _________ plan to start his own company.

adj. showing a willingness to take bold risks or to do something that is considered
unconventional or daring; marked by originality, creativity, or boldness

25. The ________ of the Jewish people has led to a worldwide community.

n. the scattering of a people who have left their traditional homeland

26. The army's village _______ left the residents without food or shelter.

n. the act of looting or plundering, particularly during times of war or conflict; the
theft or destruction of property or valuables; (verb) to rob, loot, or plunder a
place or area, usually in a violent and destructive way

27. A popular uprising led to the overthrow of the ________.

n. a political leader who has complete power over a country, especially one who
has obtained control by force

28. Malaria is _______ in many tropical countries.

adj. (of a disease or other problem) regularly found among particular people or in a
certain area

29. He has an __________ to become a doctor.

n. a strong desire to achieve something; the action or process of drawing breath

30. The criminal was able to escape with _________ despite committing multiple
offenses.

n. exemption or freedom from punishment or harm; a state of being immune to
negative consequences or legal accountability

ANSWERS: 23. overthrow, 24. audacious, 25. diaspora, 26. pillage, 27. dictator, 28.
endemic, 29. aspiration, 30. impunity,
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31. One ___________ of success is having a positive attitude and a strong work
ethic.

n. a factor, circumstance, or condition that contributes to the shaping, influencing,
or determining of a particular outcome or result

32. The new policy aims to ________________ the use of renewable energy
sources.

v. to establish or make something a part of an institution (= a place such as a
university, hospital, etc.)

33. The surgery was performed with such precision that it was a nearly _________
procedure.

adj. lacking any evidence of violence, injury, or blood; figuratively, lacking emotional
or visceral impact or intensity

34. The leaders of the two countries met to ______ on the issue.

v. to have a meeting or discussion to come to a decision or agreement or
exchange ideas; to bestow something

35. The mental health ______ often prevents people from seeking treatment.

n. a mark of shame or disgrace associated with a particular circumstance, quality,
or person

36. Her long and thick __________ were styled in a beautiful updo.

n. a hairstyle in which the hair is left to grow into long, matted strands, often
associated with Rastafarianism and Jamaican culture

37. Her choices become increasingly ______ and creative.

adj. brave and taking risks

ANSWERS: 31. determinant, 32. institutionalize, 33. bloodless, 34. confer, 35. stigma,
36. dreadlocks, 37. daring
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38. Bureaucracies are more ___________ than other systems or organizations.

adj. capable of being made to do something dishonest or immoral

39. This suit is made of _____________ material.

n. a small line or fold in something, especially fabric or the skin of the face; a
minor difficulty

ANSWERS: 38. corruptible, 39. wrinkle-proof
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